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Multiple instance cancer detection by boosting regularised trees

Wenqi Li, Jianguo Zhang, and Stephen J. McKenna
CVIP, School of Computing, University of Dundee, Dundee, UK

Abstract. We propose a novel multiple instance learning algorithm for cancer detection in histopathology images. With images labelled at image-level, we first search a set of region-level prototypes by solving a submodular set cover problem. Regularised regression trees are then constructed and combined on the set of prototypes using a multiple instance boosting framework. The method compared favourably with competing methods in experiments on breast cancer tissue microarray images and optical tomographic images of colorectal polyps.

1 Introduction

Multiple instance learning (MIL) has recently been applied to histopathology image analysis for both segmentation and classification tasks [10, 16]. While training a tumour detector usually requires a large amount of high quality manual annotation [1], MIL methods can potentially infer tumour regions with image-level annotation, i.e., binary labels indicating whether tumour is present in the image. The MIL formulation is attractive as it does not require the effort of manually delineating image regions.

The general MIL inference rules are defined in the context of binary classification: a bag of instances is positive if at least one instance in the bag is positive, negative if all of the instances in the bag are negative. A common implementation of the rules in image classification treats each image as a bag, and regions in an image as instances. In terms of histopathology image analysis, an example application is to label an image as cancer if cancer is present in at least one region of the image, and as non-cancer otherwise.

In this paper, following the MIL setting, we propose a novel tree boosting algorithm for training a cancer detector. Our algorithm extends Multiple Instance Boosting (MILBoosting) [17] by boosting regularised trees with instance-to-prototype distances as features. The discriminative prototypes in our algorithm are searched by solving a submodular set cover problem. Our approach is validated on two types of histopathology images, namely, breast cancer tissue microarray (TMA) images and optical projection tomographic (OPT) images of colorectal polyps.
2 Related Work

Although MIL has been extensively studied since [12] and there exists a large literature (for a general review of MIL, see [2]), it was only recently applied to histopathology image analysis. Here we give a brief review of some of the most relevant work.


Selecting instances as prototypes for bag classification was used previously with bags represented in terms of distances to prototypes [4, 7]. Our work extends MILBoosting to select prototypes with instance-to-prototype distances. We search a set of positive instance prototypes that is both discriminative and covers multiple modes of the appearance distribution. Instance-to-prototype distances are considered as features. A regularised regression tree boosting method is proposed to further select and combine the features.

Prototypes should satisfy three criteria; they should be 1) relevant: present in many positive images, 2) discriminative: dissimilar to negative instances, and 3) complementary: covering multiple types of positive instances. Song et al. [13] formalised these intuitions as a submodular set cover problem solved by a greedy algorithm. The set of prototypes was used as an initial training set for latent SVM. In this paper we adopt the ‘discriminativeness’ of each prototype as a regularisation strength in a MILBoosting framework.

3 Method

3.1 Notation

Here we introduce notation adopted throughout the paper. We denote $x_{ij} \in \mathbb{R}^d$ as a $d$-dimensional feature representation of an instance (patch). Index $ij$ represents the $j$th instance in the $i$th bag (image). $y_i \in \{0, 1\}$ represents the label of the bag, where 0 denotes non-cancer and 1 denotes cancer. The $k$th prototype $p_k \in \mathbb{R}^d$ is an instance selected from the training instance set. In the following sections we introduce the two steps of our proposed method: searching for a set of discriminative prototypes and learning cancer detectors.

3.2 Discriminative prototypes

The discriminativeness of a prototype $g(p_k)$ can be estimated as follows [13]: first find the $m$ nearest neighbours of $p_k$ from the set of training instances $\{x_{ij}\}$; then, counting the number of neighbours from the positive bags (denoted as $m_{pos}$), the ratio $m_{pos}/m$ can be a measurement of discriminativeness. Greedy search
for a set of prototypes starts with an empty set of prototypes and a candidate set comprising all training instances. The most discriminative instance from the candidate set is then added to the prototype set, at the same time removing the prototype’s nearest neighbours from the candidate set. This is repeated until the candidate set is small enough (e.g., only 10% of initial candidates remain).

Song et al. [13] used the prototypes as an initialisation set for training latent SVM. We propose to combine the set of prototypes in a boosting framework. We further select prototype subsets and simultaneously learn an instance classifier by boosting regularised trees where we utilise $g(p_k)$ as the regularisation strength.

### 3.3 Boosting with regularised regression trees

To learn detectors we adopt multiple instance boosting (MILBoosting) [17]. In MILBoosting, the instance classifier $F(x_{ij})$ is formulated as a linear combination of $T$ weak learners, i.e., $F(x_{ij}) = \sum_{t=1}^{T} \alpha_t f_t(x_{ij})$, where $f_t(x_{ij})$ gives a score to each instance $x_{ij}$; $\alpha_t$ is the weight of $f_t$. The probabilities that cancer presents in an instance $P_{ij}$ and in a bag $P_i$ are respectively modelled as

$$P_{ij} = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-F(x_{ij}))} \quad \text{and} \quad P_i = 1 - \prod_j (1 - P_{ij}). \quad (1)$$

The instance classifier can be estimated by minimising the negative log-likelihood $L$ of the bag labels:

$$L(y_i, F(x_{ij})) = -\log \prod_i P_i^{y_i} (1 - P_i)^{(1-y_i)}. \quad (2)$$

Using the gradient boosting framework [6], $L$ can be optimised by iteratively fitting weak learners $f_t$ and optimising coefficients $\alpha_t$. We adopt $J$-terminal regression trees as weak learners with a boosting shrinkage parameter $\nu$ [8]. However, instead of fitting regression trees to the feature set $\{x_{ij}\}$, we first represent each instance in terms of distances to prototypes, i.e.,

$$\hat{x}_{ij} = [d(x_{ij}, p_1), \ldots, d(x_{ij}, p_k)], \quad (3)$$

where $d(.,.)$ is a distance measure, e.g., $\ell_2$-distance. Regression trees are then constructed on the new feature set $\{\hat{x}_{ij}\}$. Each of the regression trees partitions the feature space into disjoint regions. The best variables to split and the optimal thresholds of the tree are searched by maximising information gain. In $\{\hat{x}_{ij}\}$ each variable is associated with a prototype $p_k$. Our method encourages trees constructed on $\{\hat{x}_{ij}\}$ to split at those variables that are associated with large $g(p_k)$. The motivation is to further select prototypes so that regression trees split at a few very discriminative prototypes, instead of splitting at many non-informative prototypes which could result in poor generalisation.

We introduce regularisation to properly control the variable to split in the tree construction process. The method we adopted is guided regularisation for
Algorithm 1: Summary of the proposed algorithm

1: procedure Boosting prototypes($\{x_{ij}\}, \{y_i\}, \nu, J, T$)
2: \{$p_k$} ← Greedy search for prototypes (Section 3.2)
3: \{$\hat{x}_{ij}$} ← Transform \{$x_{ij}$\} with \{$p_k$\} (Formula (3))
4: for $t \leftarrow 1 \cdots T$ do
5: \textbf{for all} $i, j$ \textbf{do}
6: Compute $r'_{ij} \leftarrow -\frac{\partial L}{\partial f}|_{f = f_{t-1}}$
7: \textbf{end for}
8: Fit a $J$-terminal regression tree $f_t$ to $r'_{ij}$ (regularised by Formula (4))
9: Line search: $\alpha_t \leftarrow \arg \min \alpha L(y_i, F_{t-1}(\hat{x}_{ij}) + \alpha f_t)$
10: Update classifier: $F_t \leftarrow F_{t-1} + \nu \alpha_t f_t$ (shrinkage $\nu$ is a fixed parameter)
11: \textbf{end for}
12: return instance classifier $F_T$
13: end procedure

4 Evaluations

We evaluated the proposed method on cancer detection at 1) image level (predicting the presence of cancer in an unseen image) and 2) region level (localising the cancer region in an image). Two datasets were used in the experiments: a breast cancer TMA dataset and a colorectal polyp OPT dataset.

4.1 Breast cancer TMA images

The first dataset consists of 58 TMA breast cancer images stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). 26 images are diagnosed as malignant, 32 as benign. For
Table 1. Cancer detection performance at image-level measured with AUC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a fair comparison we used the feature sets made publicly available\(^1\) by Kandemir et al. [10]. Each image was divided into 49 equally-sized instances. Each instance was further encoded with a 708-dimensional feature vector. This feature vector was comprised of SIFT descriptors, local binary patterns, colour histograms, and cell-level morphological features. Since instance location information is not available in the feature set, we focus on image-level performance evaluation.

We follow the 4-fold cross validation protocol used in [10]. For the proposed method we first applied the set cover search with \(m = 20\). This usually selects 100 to 200 positive prototypes from a total of 1,500 instances. We set shrinkage parameter \(\nu\) to 0.05, and the maximum number of iterations \(T\) to 300. The regularisation parameter \(\lambda\) was searched in the value set \(\{0.1, 0.2, 0.3, \ldots, 1.0\}\) with a 10-fold cross validation on the training folds. Averaged area under the ROC curve (AUC) was computed as the image classification performance measure (Table 1). The standard error of our method was 0.04. Equal Error Rate was 0.16 ± 0.03. Note that Relational Gaussian Process MIL (RGPMIL) was designed for TMA images by explicitly modelling cells with a graph. Both GPMIL and RGPMIL outperformed widely-used MIL methods including EMDD [18], MILBoosting [17] and MI-SVM [3]. As shown in Table 1 our method achieved better image-level performance than the top-ranked methods.

4.2 OPT images of colorectal polyps

**Dataset** We evaluated both image- and instance-level cancer detection performance on 60 OPT images of colorectal polyps acquired using ultraviolet light and Cy3 dye [11]. Each 3-D image was of one colorectal polyp and consisted of 1024\(^3\) voxels. 30 of the polyps were diagnosed as invasive cancer (ICA), and the other 30 as low-grade dysplasia (LGD). 3-D regions of cancer were annotated as sequences of 2-D slices by a trained pathologist. Our dataset for MIL evaluations consists of 200 2-D slices, with 100 slices randomly selected from ICA polyps and 100 from LGD. Fig. 2 shows some of the cancer slices and their annotations.

The pathologist was only asked to delineate major cancer regions with relatively high confidence rather than exhaustively trace all the cancer locations. Part of our motivation for applying MIL is that complete region-level annotations are difficult to obtain and validate. As a result, in ICA images, instance labels outside annotated regions were unknown. Since the instance annotations are not used in training MIL classifiers, quality of region annotation is not a concern in the training stage. We report instance-level test results based on the classifier output over all instances in LGD images, and all instances that have at least 50% overlap with ICA annotations.

\(^1\) Link: http://www.miproblems.org/datasets/ucsb-breast/
Table 2. Cancer detection at image-level and instance-level (with standard errors).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MILBoosting [17]</th>
<th>Proposed</th>
<th>Inst-SVMs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUC (image-level)</td>
<td>0.74 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.85 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-measure (instance-level)</td>
<td>0.41 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.45 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Experiment protocol** We treated each slice as a bag and densely extracted patches as instances. The size of each instance was 48 × 48 pixels. The sampling step size was 24 pixels in the training stage, and 12 in the test stage in both horizontal and vertical directions. We combined local binary patterns, SIFT features, and intensity histograms as instance features. The set cover search parameter was $m = 10$. Three-fold cross validation was conducted with the proposed method using the same grid search of parameters described in Section 4.1. Fig. 1(a) shows the image-level AUC of the proposed method plotted against the parameters $T$ and $\nu$ on a validation set. The performance in terms of AUC is not very sensitive to $T$ and $\nu$. Choosing a large $T$ and a small $\nu$ tends to give a high AUC. We set $\nu$ to 0.05, and $T$ to 300.

We also implemented MILBoosting [17] as a baseline. Differences between the proposed method and MILBoosting are that the latter fits regression trees directly to $\{x_{ij}\}$ without transformation and regularisation. In addition to the MIL methods we trained instance-level support vector machines (Inst-SVM) in a **fully supervised** setting as a comparison. In training Inst-SVM, instances with at least 50% overlap with the annotations were treated as cancer; the instances from LGD images were treated as non-cancer.

**Results** Table 2 compares image- and instance-level performance in terms of AUC and F-measure respectively. At image-level, Inst-SVM score was calculated as the maximum of instance scores in the image. At instance-level, score thresholds of each method were searched on the training set by maximising training F-measures. Our method outperformed MILBoosting in both image- and instance-level classification. However it was worse than fully supervised classification, as would be expected. Fig. 1(b) shows ROC curves at image-level. Fig. 2 shows a few cancer detection examples.

**5 Conclusions**

This paper introduced a novel multiple instance learning algorithm by combining discriminative prototype search with boosting of regularised regression trees. Empirical studies on two histopathology datasets showed that the method can achieve more accurate results than competing methods for both image- and instance-level classification. This work is based on an implementation of MIL inference rules in which instances are rectangular patches. In future we would consider generating instance regions using visual information [14].
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Fig. 1. Cancer detection at image-level (best viewed in color). (a) AUC of the proposed method against number of iterations $T$ and shrinkage parameter $\nu$. (b) ROC curves.
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Fig. 2. Instance-level annotations and predictions. Green patches in third to fifth rows indicate scores of the instances are greater than the learned threshold. Instances with higher scores were mapped to higher opacity values (best viewed in colour).